Abstract
Introduction
Image deformation technique has been widely used in our life, such as film and television animation [1] , medical image processing [2] , etc. The most common image deformation method is to choose some objects to control the deformation, the control objects can be points [3] , line segments or polygon meshes [4] , so we can do the image deformation by changing the position of the control objects.
Many scholars have proposed various image deformation methods, and they select different control objects to carry out the image deformation. Lee presented the free grid deformation method [5] , which can achieve the deformation by the image parameterization using binary cubic interpolation spline, but it need to align the register grid according to image characteristics with the control point spline, and it is Not easy to operate. Beier and Neely improved the free grid deformation technology by using a set of line segments to control the deformation, which is very comfortable to use [4] . Koba used the improved free grid deformation technology in the image surface deformation and obtained a good result [7] . Igarashi put forward a point-based image deformation method [8] , it subdivided the input image into triangles, solved the linear equations system with the number of unknown variables equal to the number of all triangle vertexes, which can reduce the distortion degree of the deformed image and keep image deformation as rigid as possible. A common feature of the above methods is to minimize their local scaling and shearing, but these deformation operations are complicated and may be can't obtain the satisfactory and realistic deformation results.
An novel image deformation method using Moving Least Squares (MLS)Literature [9] was proposed, it established a deformation mapping function of feature points or segments to control different image deformations. The deformation method had a strong sense of reality, and enabled the user to generate a feeling of manipulating real objects. But the method didn't take into account the hierarchical relationships contained in the image, so it is easy to produce bad results with shear, distortion and stretch with wrong proportion, and it is often produce unsatisfactory results in some local areas on the same scaling. So it has some limitations.
An image method based on wavelet filter using control curves and MLS is proposed here. The original image is preprocessed and filtered out the high-frequency part by the wavelet. Then the low frequency part is deformed using the control curves and MLS. At last, the deformed low-frequency part is added to the high-frequency part, thus achieve a more realistic image deformation. 
Wavelet Filter
The wavelet transform is considered to be a new milestone in the development of Fourier transform, it has been regarded as mathematical microscope with excellent "zoom" performance. In the wavelet theory, signal is represented by a weighted sum of a series of basis functions, and the basis functions can be obtained from a wavelet mother function by dilation and translation. Because wavelet function is a short-term shock function with compact support, it has a good local properties in the time domain (spatial) and frequency domain [10] . It is a good tool to extract both detail componets and approximate componets of images because we can do the joint analysis of spatial domain and frequency domain obtained from wavelet transform, and the low frequent part is considered to be the approximate signal and the high frequent part is considered to be the details of signal.
The original image is treated as a signal ( ) f t and is filtered into different frequency components using Mallat algorithm [11] , [12] : 
Where, J is the wavelet decomposition level. Equation (2) is the Mallat pyramidal decomposition algorithm, whose process is shown in Figure 1 . Where, 2  is the value of only even location. 
Where, the conjugates of * H and * G are H and G , whose process is shown in Figure 2 .
Where, 2  is the liter sample, it means that the number of samples is 2 times than the original.
When the signal is reconstructed, the part which is relative to the high frequency detail signal is deleted, then the filtered signal is obtained:
Equation (4) is a smooth signal expression after ( ) f t is filtered. It is equivalent to using a smooth curve to fit it [12] . We can use the high and low frequency of image to measure the changing intensity of different locations. In proposed method we filter out the high frequency part of image by wavelet filter, and deform the low frequency part of the image using the control curves and MLS. Then
A New Control Curve Method for Image Deformation (Hong-an Li)
137 obtain the final result of image deformation by adding the deformed low frequency part to the high frequency part of the original image. Figure 3 shows the algorithm process. Figure 3 . The process of image deformation based on wavelet filter using control curves and MLS
Image Deformation using Moving Least Squares
The whole Moving Least Squares deformation algorithm process is to find the mapping function f , where the image before deformation is regarded as an independent variable, and the deformed image is regarded as target variable. Figure 4 shows an example of image deformation. Figure 4 According to moving least squares theoretical model [8] , assuming that S is the feature points set of original image and D is the feature points set of deformed image, there is a deformation function f which can make the value of expression (5) minimum.
Where, i w is weight and its value varies according to the position of v in the image, and v stops moving when corresponding value of expression (5) is minimum, so the method is called MLS [9] . When v is equal to i s , weight value i w is infinite, so define  
Where, M represents linear transformation, and T represents translation transformation.
With the equation (8) substituted into the equation (7), we obtain:
So the expression (9) can be rewritten into:
The process of the MLS image deformation algorithm is as follows: Step 1. Select feature points set 
Step 3. Determine the mapping function f according to ( )
We can obtain the deformed image by applying mapping f to the remaining points of original image. Linear transformation M can be affine transformation, similarity transformation and rigid transformation. Also we can use forward mapping or reverse mapping to generate a new image. Because the forward mapping is prone to produce voids and overlapping phenomena, so we use the reverse mapping in this paper. Figure 5 shows the MLS image deformation effects [9] Figure 5(d) is better, the deformation result is close to the real objects. Therefore, this paper adopts the rigid deformation.
The most obvious feature of the MLS image deformation method is simple and easy to implement. But this method also has some shortcomings. Firstly, it can obtain good deformation effect only when dealing with point-based affine transformation. Secondly, the feature points set S may not be completely accurate mapping to the deformation feature points set D in practice. Thirdly, in deformed image there may be stretch phenomenon as showed in Figure 6 (b) and Figure 6 (c). Lastly, it does not take into account the situation that there maybe exist many unneeded operating points during the deformation process, which could be filtered out according to the intensity of the frequency variation, so the MLS image deformation method may be do a large amount of calculation and when the number of feature points is large there is realtime bottlenecks. 
Control Curves
We use cubic spline curve fitting method to generate the control curves, so as to better control the path of control curves [13] , [14] . The cubic spline curve piecewise fits the control points, so the curve can pass the control points accurately and has second order continuity on the connection point. Control points can be got by clicking the mouse. In order to generate a curve which includes n segments we need to use
Each segment is generated using cubic spline curve, and the cubic spline curve is generated using the free endpoint conditions. Assume that ( 0,1 ,2, , ) are respectively the first derivative values of start and end coordinates. According to equation (16) , the expression of cubic spline curve can be rewritten into:
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We can generate cubic spline curve on the free endpoints according to the expression of (17) and (18), so the control curve set S and D are generated. Match the points in S with the points in D , use them as control points, and deform the image based on the control points set method.
Experiments 5.1. Feature points extraction
In our experiment, we validate the proposed method on face images. According to the deformation requirement of face image, we define 68 face feature points which refer to the definitions of face feature point parameters in MPEG-4 [15] . The face feature points mainly locate at outside contour of face, eyebrows, nose and mouth, and relatively dense feature points are set to the facial features region, which is the main part of deformation and action [16] . Facial feature points include two kinds, one is the organ description feature points and the other is the basic feature points which are also called contour feature points. Basic feature points describe the whole facial external characteristic, which is denoted as hollow dots in Figure 7 , they divide a whole face according to facial shape features, determine the characteristics of the face and the major organs, which is the important reference standard for establishing face deformation feature points. Figure 7 . The MPEG-4 definition of the human face features [15] In the paper we need to extract only 13 points as the feature points, because the scope of those points covers the changing part of the smiling face and the image deformation effects based on the 13 points will be enough. 
The algorithm of image deformation based on wavelet filter using control curves
Input the original image which need to be deformed, and carry out the following steps: Step1. Set key points, create a control curve set S , represent the contour or shape of image. Step2. Move the points, change the position and direction of the spline curves, generate a deformed control curve set D . Step3. Make one-to-one correspondence between the control points of S and D by calculation, generate the control points. Step4. Filter the original image into a high-requency part and a low-frequency part.
Step5. Deform the low-frequency part using the control points method. Step6. Add the deformed low-frequency part to the high-frequency part of the original image, obtain the final deformation image.
Experiment results
We use the Matlab 2011b in the experiments, and Figure 8 shows the deformation results. Figure 8(d) is the deformed image using our method. As can be seen from the deformation effect, our method can keep enough image details, and there is no local distortion and tension phenomenon which can be seen in the Figure 8 (b) and the Figure 8 (c), in addition to this, our deformation is more smooth and realistic. Owing to the highfrequency part of the image has been filtered out,The differences between points in the lowfrequency part have been significantly reduced. Besides, we only deal with the edge and contour of the image during the deformation process, so can retain the high-frequency information completely. Because using the control curve set to describe the shape topology relations or contour information and deforming the different parts of the contour and edge in different scales, the different parts of the contour and edge can keep their shapes, and the final deformation effect will be more natural and smooth, it is the reason that our method can greatly improve the fitting effect. What's more, our method can greatly increase the deformation speed because it will reduce the number of feature points (the Figure 9) .
Conclusion
An image deformation method based on wavelet filter using control curves and MLS was proposed in this paper. It has improved the complexity, deformation speed and the deformation effect . Those are mainly listed in the following aspects: Because only processing the low-frequency part of the image during the wavelet filtering, the algorithm speed and calculation precision are improved; Because using different scales to deform the different parts of the contour and edge of the image, the shape and contour of the image are well described; Because reserving the high-frequency information of the image completely, the detail is clear and the deformation is smooth.
Currently, due to the rapid development of computer hardware, 3D model has become another major treatment target in the field of visualization techniques [17] . In the future work, we intend to apply our method in the deformation of the 3D model, so that can otain more smooth and natural deformation effects.
